April 19

Andy Cofer, Marshall, Missouri, employed as an Assistant State Bank Examiner in the Columbia District at an annual salary of $34,027.

Application received from ENTERPRISE BANK & TRUST, Clayton, St. Louis County, Missouri, requesting permission to establish and maintain a separate branch at 2730 East Camelback Road, Suite 110, Phoenix, Maricopa County, Arizona.

Application received from BANK OF ROTHVILLE, Rothville, Chariton County, Missouri, requesting permission to establish and maintain a separate branch at 601 S.E. Melody Lane, Lee’s Summit, Jackson County, Missouri.

April 20

An application has been filed for approval of a plan of merger of SOUTHERN BANCORP BANK OF TRUMANN, Rogers, Poinsett County, Arkansas, Missouri, with and into GREAT SOUTHERN BANK, Reeds Spring, Stone County, Missouri (the surviving bank), under the name of GREAT SOUTHERN BANK, pursuant to which the main banking house of the surviving bank shall be the present main banking house of GREAT SOUTHERN BANK, Reeds Spring, Stone County, Missouri.

____________________________________
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